
 

Junior DB / SQL Specialist 

Adastra is an international consulting company that creates functional solutions in various sectors, 

facilitating the transition to the digital era. Since its inception in the year 2000, Adastra has focused on 

data processing, analysis and warehousing. Data remains at the core of the company’s activities, which 

have gradually expanded to include the Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, and 

mobile app development. 

Adastra’s aim is to contribute to customers’ businesses through smart data solutions. Clients include 

global and local leaders in the financial, banking, insurance, telecommunications, sales, and automotive 

industries, among many others including the public sector. Global projects are implemented from 10 

offices by 2000 Adastra consultants. 

We work in international teams and on projects for leading global financial, automotive, 

telecommunications and insurance pioneers. We pride ourselves in accepting the challenge of 

mastering new technologies with each new task and in empowering our clients in achieving results. 

What gives us satisfaction is the opportunity to apply innovation in our jobs. 

 

For our new venture in Thailand, we are currently looking to recruit a Junior Database Specialist for our 

international Data Warehouse projects. 

 

Job Duties and Responsibilities: 

✓ Analyze, design, develop, deploy, test and document BI or ETL solutions utilizing cutting-edge 

technologies 

✓ Implement different technical solutions based on DWH fundamental concepts and best practices 

✓ Extract data by using multiple tables 

✓ Develop relational data models 



✓ Participate in code reviews to ensure quality and integrity of project deliverables 

✓ Capability to approach problems as challenges and deal with them constructively 

✓ Represent Adastra and liaise with other client groups within the framework of a larger project 

team to deliver a unified solution 

 

Required Skills, Education, Knowledge and Experience: 

✓ Current enrollment in a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or related numerate / quantitative 

subject preferred 

✓ Knowledge and/or experience with databases, including one or more of the following RDBMSs: 

Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, IBM DB2, Netezza, Teradata 

✓ Good knowledge in writing SQL & PL/SQL code and/or one of the following: C, C++, Perl, Java or 

other programming language 

✓ Strong analytical and communication skills 

✓ English language proficiency (spoken and written). Knowledge of German language is a strong 

advantage 

✓ Ability and desire to travel abroad  

 

What Adastra can offer you: 

✓ Receive on-the-job training 

✓ Challenging projects in an international environment where open communication and knowledge 

sharing are encouraged 

✓ Competitive compensation package and bonus scheme based on the personal performance 

review approach to recognition 

✓ Comprehensive benefit plan 

✓ Successful referral program 

✓ The opportunity to work with one of the best in the IM field 

 

Are you ready to join a dynamic team of Information Management professionals committed to deliver 

best-in-class solutions and services to the world’s leading organizations? Apply now and send your resume 

in English or German at info@adastra.co.th . We thank all interested applicants, but will only contact the 

short-listed ones. 

 

Want to get to know us better? Scan the QR Code 
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